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DISRUPTION

IN A WORLD WHERE WE LIKE OUR
R FOOD FAST AND OUR WANDERLUST
SATED, INSTAGRAMMERS ARE DISRUPTING TR
TRAVEL IN A WAY TRADITIONAL
MARKETING CAN’T. HANNAH EDENSOR HAS THE SCOOP
Once upon a time, the humble jetsetter
would return from their holiday, get their
photos developed from a disposable camera,
and share their photo albums with friends
at a party. Those friends would then read
the daily newspaper, where a full-page
advertisement would use bright colours
and bold headlines to encourage you to visit
particular destinations.
This style of marketing travel thrives
no longer; some might even say it’s dead.
Certainly the ways in which we dream, plan
and share travel experiences have changed
irrevocably. Now we look to Facebook photos,
online blogs and, increasingly, Instagram for
musings on where to escape to next.
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“In the past, one or two articles in the
newspaper was the only inspiration we
had. Now this whole system is completely
disrupted,” Klick Communications director
Kim McKay said.
“We’re not waiting for slide night, where we
get together and sit down to go through photos.
I also think the style of yelling and selling is
dead, and the ideas around stories are evolving
and changing over time.”
That’s why Instafluencers, the people we
follow for advice and inspiration whenever we
think about travelling, now hold an exalted
position in the travel marketing pantheon,
extending their reach far and wide to pull
followers into their world.
“Instagram as a destination marketing
platform is sweeping the world oﬀ its feet,”
Australian Instagrammer Jewels Lynch (@
jewelszee) said. “Instafluencers like myself
expose these amazing destinations, and
create a buzz throughout our audience, with
consumers actually travelling based on our
images and stories.”
Lynch has only been in the game a short
while, but with nearly 100,000 followers
has established herself
rs
as a quintessential
travel Instagrammer.
mer.
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“Traditional marketing has become less
appealing and less believable. People want the
element of adventure and the unknown that
you can only get through real time experiences
being shared,” Lynch added.
And it seems more tourism boards are
catching on to this notion, hiring on-trend
Instagrammers to capture what’s wonderful
about their destinations. Lauren Bath (@
laurenepbath) was the first in Australia to
become a full time travel Instagrammer, and
one of the first in the world. She has managed
100 campaigns over two and a half years, and
sees Instagram as imperative, particularly in
the dreaming phase of travel.
“Instagram is a place for inspiration, and it
makes destinations real by pushing out images
that are more authentic. It’s definitely not the
gimmicky commercial tourism promotions
that we used to have,” Bath said.
“Platforms rise and fall but Instagram will
always be there. It’s an exciting, relevant and
eﬀective way of marketing travel, and I don’t
think that’s going anywhere.”
Bath tends a flock of over 340,000 followers
on Instagram, and agrees the platform has
disrupted the way we experience travel

ma
marketing.
It’s no longer about seeing an ad on
n
TV with price tags tacked on, but rather about
infiltrating the dreaming phase, and making
places more tangible.
pla
“I know for a fact that myself and the people
around me look to Instagram to find the best
arou
place to travel to,” prominent Australian
plac
Instagrammer Geneva Vanderzeil (@
apairandaspare) said. “More than a traditional
article in a magazine, Instagram is something
you look at everyday and the visual nature, and
sheer amount of photos people take when they
are travelling allows for immersion in another
person’s holiday.”
Vanderzeil has attracted over 113,000
followers, and understands how social
media has swiftly filled the gaps left open by
traditional marketing.
“Whereas traditional media has often
recommended things based on a broad reader
demographic, by finding influencers who I feel
match my specific tastes and preferences I can
hone in on places that I know I will love,” she said.

Instagram is a platform that builds
b
communities around common interests,
locations, and even hashtags, and its influence
is something We Are Social’s senior strategist
Amaury Treguer said is broader than ever.
“With over 70 million photos uploaded daily
on the platform, Instagram is probably the best
social platform for the travel industry so far,”
Treguer said.
“The geo-localisation of the content has
made Instagram a really great tool for the
travel industry. Users of the platform can travel
from a simple photo of someone they follow, to
all the photos using the similar hashtag or even
by clicking on the location where this photo
was taken.”
“Investing in the Instafluencers approach
is definitely the way of the future. It allows
brands and destinations to reach new
audiences and gives all the credibility that
other tactics such as paid for media can’t
necessarily bring.”
McKay also believes user generated content
and sharing photos with a community is the
way to target audiences now, and that it’s no
longer enough just to upload a photo of the
company brochure.
“I think we’re forgetting that instant is a
big part of Instagram, and that people want
instant gratification in their world,” she said.
McKay recounts a story of how her
friend chose her next travel destination by
searching through images tagged #beach on
Instagram. “If that’s not disrupting travel, I
don’t know what is.”
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